Our Strategy
Only a well-considered and a well-designed long-term strategy for action can turn our aspiration for global systemic change
into reality. Our strategy involves actions in four interrelated stages:
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OneShared.World (OSW)

Description:

_fbd330aa-860a-11eb-b541-733a3183ea00

OneShared.World began as a community of hundreds of people around the world coming together to collectively draft
the Declaration of Interdependence... We are a broad and inclusive movement of stakeholders working collaboratively
across diverse cultures, communities, ethnicities, organizations, entities, interests, generations, and nations to ensure a
better future for humankind and the sustainability of our collective home. We operate under the fiscal sponsorship of
the Social Good Fund, a California nonprofit corporation and registered 501(c)(3) organization, Tax ID (EIN)
46-1323531.
Stakeholder(s):
Jamie Metzl :
Founder and Chair at OneShared.World

Social Good Fund
OneShared.World Leadership team
Jorge Bernal :
Member, Strategic Planning Group

Rachel Cooper :
Co-Leader, Arts and Culture Working Group

Jaqueline Davis :
Co-Leader, Arts and Culture Working Group

Vishakha Desai :
Leader, Concept Framing Working Group

Jamie Douglas :
Co-Leader, Digital Infrastructure; Member, Strategic Planning
Group

Ken Dychtwald :
Age Wave CEO and author; Public Engagement

Betsy Fader :
Leader, Finance and Funding Working Group

Lucia Ferreira :
Member, Strategic Planning Group

Sandi Gendi :
Co-Leader, Coordinators Group

Michael Kulma :
Senior Advisor

Luchen Li :
Co-Leader, Global Engagement Working Group

Miguel López de Silanes Gómez :
OneShared.World Core Leadership Council; Co-Leader, Global Engagement Working Group

Jim Marggraff :
Core Leadership Council

Jamie Metzl :
Founder and Chair

Mary Papazian :
Core Leadership Council

Manoj Panjwani :
Member, Strategic Planning Group

Paula Rayman :
Core Leadership Council

Omar Sana :
Co-Leader, Coordinators Group

Shagun Sethi :
Co-Leader, Coordinators Group

Isha Sesay :
Member, Social Architecture Working Group

Katja Speck :
Co-Leader, Education Working Group

Klaus Thalmann :
Leader, Technical Architecture Working Group

OneShared.World Expert Advisory Committee
Chairs
Rick Barton :
Chair, Expert Advisory Committee on Supporting Vulnerable
Populations
— continued next page
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Stakeholders (continued)

Divya Chander :
Co-Chair and Project Director, Expert Advisory Committee on
Global Public Health

Jack Sim :
Co-Chair, Expert Advisory Committee on Global Public Health

Michelle A. Williams :
Co-Chair, Expert Advisory Committee on Global Public Health

OneShared.World Project Coordinators :
OneShared.World, at its core and in all its functions, is youth
led. Our young coordinators are not only at the table and
integral to our decision-making processes, they also help direct
our efforts and empower us to do and be better. This community
brings together an amalgam of opinions, diversity, ideas, and
most of all, energy. They are truly the heart and soul of our
work. Our coordinators have been instrumental in the research
and writing of our report(s), the IDEA School educational
toolkit(s), managing our global administration, all our social
and conventional media, organizing our global engagement,
and, of course, RISE OR FALL: The OneShared.World Global
Interdependence Summit 2020.

Gayatri Ahuja
Malaika Bhayana
Margaret Creighton
Julie Cusano
Simone Cutts Chiu
Nelle Douglas
Katherine Elias
Mateo Gomez-Angulo
Lucas Gualda
Arnav Jalan
Diya Joseph
Sharon Liu
Camila Louge
Joseph Nakitare
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Vision
One united humanity. One shared ecosystem. Stronger together.
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Barack Omondi Odiambo
Marie Papazian
Aman Patel
Munirmahedi Paviwala
Stella Robertson
Thomas Schmitz
Chirag Singhal
Payton Smith
Gabrielle Smotrich
Sam Stone
Silvi Mary Sunil
Smriti Venkatraman
Alexander Watson
OneShared.World Past Coordinators
Owen Buckley
Vineet Chovatia
Burak Doğaner
Yijing Gao
Tianna Herman
Kenna Horgan
Seth Hulsebosch
Madeline Kelley
Grace Martens
Tarana Sable
Sarah Salimi
Kelly Shea
Elizabeth Wolfenden
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Mission
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To turn our aspiration for global systemic change into reality

Values
Interdependence
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Stage 1. Articulation & Education
Identify the core essential challenges we seek to address and align our means and ends
_fbd33564-860a-11eb-b541-733a3183ea00

Thousands of people from dozens of countries around the world came together to co-create the Declaration of
Interdependence and Pledge. These documents, translated into a growing number of languages, represent our strong
belief that a deep appreciation of our interdependence must underpin efforts to help build a healthy, safe, and
sustainable future for everyone and for our common home. This appreciation reminds us that our health, safety, and
well-being reside in each other and our shared ecosystem. It places an urgent demand on each and all of us to act for
the common good. To do this wisely, we must clearly identify the core essential challenges we seek to address and
align our means and ends. Although our concern for the welfare of humanity begins with each one of us, the core
underlying problem we seek to address — the dangerous mismatch between our global problems and predominantly
national solutions — is systemic, so our response must also be systemic.
_fbd33668-860a-11eb-b541-733a3183ea00
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Stage 2. Network of Networks
Create a network of partnerships
_fbd3376c-860a-11eb-b541-733a3183ea00

Our ideals and global community will be focused on improving all of our lives, making everyone safer, and helping
protect our shared ecosystem. Any person, organization, or entity can join us by signing the Pledge of
Interdependence. We are open to everyone of any culture, community, ethnicity, organization, entity, interest,
generation, orientation, or nation. We embrace a network of networks approach, seeking partnerships with all aligned
organizations, associations, businesses, entities, and governments. We believe that the best way to fix the structural
problem we face is with an innovative new structural solution involving people around the world coming together to
drive real and meaningful change. That is why we are building a fully inclusive global social movement and political
force representing the democratic expression of our common humanity. We seek to augment, inspire, and ultimately
change the behavior of sovereign states and the essential international institutions our governments have created, not
supplant them. We cannot do that alone.

2.1. Well-Being
Improve all lives
_fbd3387a-860a-11eb-b541-733a3183ea00

2.2. Safety
Make everyone safer
_fbd33988-860a-11eb-b541-733a3183ea00

2.3. Ecosystems
Help protect our shared ecosystem
_fbd33a96-860a-11eb-b541-733a3183ea00
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Stage 3. Campaigns
Advocate for addressing specific global challenges of most urgent need
_fbd33ba4-860a-11eb-b541-733a3183ea00

Specific Action Campaigns ~ Our community will advocate for addressing specific global challenges of most urgent
need. In conjunction with the OneShared.World launch on May 6, 2020, we announced our first two campaigns. These
include a campaign to enhance global public health (chaired by Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health Dean
Michelle Williams) and a campaign to provide emergency support to the world’s most vulnerable populations as the
COVID-19 pandemic likely shifts from the Northern to Southern Hemispheres (chaired by Ambassador Rick Barton).
Over the coming months, we will announce additional campaigns, each focusing on a different major threat that has
not been adequately addressed due to the failure of our existing institutions. Each of these campaigns will follow the
same general approach. After the issue is carefully framed based on consultations with the diverse voices of local
activists and advocacy leaders, a global expert advisory committee will be created to address a particular global
problem. The expert advisory committee will then develop a concise action plan answering the following five
questions ... A global campaign will then be launched around each of these action plans. Each will consist of two
distinct parts: a commitment to action and the development of action tool kits that can be used by different groups of
people at different levels of local, regional, or national political and social involvement. For each, people, entities, and
organizations will be invited to sign on to a pledge committing themselves to act. They will then receive an advocacy/
action tool kit to help them reach out to local, national, and international officials, launch or join social media
campaigns, and build coalitions for change.

3.1. Solutions
Solve problems in meaningful and sustainable ways
What would it take to solve this problem in a meaningful and sustainable way?
_fbd33cb2-860a-11eb-b541-733a3183ea00

3.2. Gap
Determine the gap between our vision and current reality
What is the difference between this vision of where we should be and where we are today?
_fbd33dde-860a-11eb-b541-733a3183ea00

3.3. Needs
Address our most urgent needs
What steps must we take now to address our most urgent needs within the context of our current systems and
structures?
_fbd33f00-860a-11eb-b541-733a3183ea00

3.4. Solutions
Move from our current systems and structures toward actually solving the problem
What must we be doing now to move from our current systems and structures toward actually solving the
problem?
_fbd3400e-860a-11eb-b541-733a3183ea00
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3.5. Progress & Success
Track our progress and determine success
How will we track our progress and determine success?
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Stage 4. Movement
Fix the the way our world is organized
_fbd34234-860a-11eb-b541-733a3183ea00

Integration and Creation of Interdependence Movement ~ As our single issue campaigns will make even more clear,
no single global threat — from pandemics to ecosystem destruction, climate change, and the proliferation weapons of
mass murder — can effectively be solved without fixing the broader problem in how our world is organized.

4.1. Missions & Platforms
Ensure the interdependence agenda is incorporated into the missions and platforms of organizations, entities,
businesses, political parties, and governments around the world
To address this systemic shortcoming, we seek to ensure the interdependence agenda is incorporated into the
missions and platforms of organizations, entities, businesses, political parties, and governments around the
world.
Stakeholder(s):

_fbd3434c-860a-11eb-b541-733a3183ea00

Organizations

Political Parties

Entities

Governments

Businesses

4.2. Interests
Balance national interests with global public interests for mutual benefit across geographies and generations
Our ultimate goal will be reached when leaders worldwide at all levels — from local communities and city
councils to state and provincial legislatures, national governments, G7, G20, the United Nations — wisely
balance national interests with global public interests for mutual benefit across geographies and generations, and
when the needs of all people and our common home are addressed effectively, equitably, and sustainably. To
make this happen, we invite you to join us turning OneShared.World from aspiration to reality.
Stakeholder(s):
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Local Communities

National Governments

City Councils

G7

State Legislatures

G20

Provincial Legislatures

United Nations
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Start Date:
End Date:
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Source: https://oneshared.world/strategy/

Submitter:
Given Name: Owen
Surname: Ambur
Email: Owen.Ambur@verizon.net
Phone:
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